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SAT DAG, HAKKARI, Ig66 

BY S. E. P. NOWILL 

(One illustration: no. 36) 

AVING made a foray with John Harding and my wife into the 
Cilo mountains the previous summer, I was anxious to visit in 
I 966 the more complex ranges and sharper peaks of Sat Dag. 

Peter Ledeboer, Elisabeth Parry, Esme Speakman and the s,viss guide 
Henri Salamin (\vho travelled as an amateur) expressed the \Vish to 
join us, and the party became a group of eight. The others were my 
,vife Hilary, my cousin Philippa Tread,vell, and a non-climbing member, 
GretellVIacquisten. 

For six months, correspondence flowed between Istanbul, Enugu 
(Nigeria), Edinburgh, London, Sierre and Ankara. In the end, for 
convenience of travel and to maximise the use of animal transport we 
decided to split the group into two parties of four, moving with a week's 
interval bet\veen each. 

After consulting the local sources, I elected to make for Bay Lake as 
our base, because the splendour of this amphitheatre was said to out
shine that of all other camp sites in Hakkari. 

In mid-June, therefore (which can be recommended as an ideal 
period from the point of view of snow conditions and floral splendour), 
four of us set off from Yiiksekova in the company of the muleteer Feres: 
and the camp guard Abdullah. We had trouble getting to Bay Lake, 
which was only attained on the third day. Our difficulties stemmed 
from being misdirected, possibly deliberately, by tribesfolk who seemed 
anxious that \ve should not attain the area, and who appeared to be 
feuding \Vith the Bay Lake tribes. The Bobek sketch map unfortunately 
starts in the Sat mountains themselves, whereas our own difficulties 
were concentrated in the intermediate ranges, where we had no map to 
help. The Turkish authorities, \Ve were informed, have an excellent 
1 : so,ooo map of the area, but this is classified as 'Top Secret' and is not 
available to travellers. 

Having enmeshed ourselves, after a series of marches and counter
marches, in the lower Bay gorges, \Ve only succeeded in extricating the 
four horses (which were carrying almost a quarter of a ton of food and 
equipment), by a daring traverse athwart exposed rock ledges, and by the 
double crossing of a thundering torrent. The final torrent crossing 
seemed too fierce for untrained to\vn-d\vellers. We let Ferec; and Ab
dullah hazardously drag the animals through, while \Ve four continued 
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climbing across a rock face and over boulders until a snow bridge higher 
up gave an easy passage over the white water. Having passed through a 
Kurdish village lower down where we were greeted as the first foreigners 
ever to be seen, we felt convinced that no climbing party had previously 
got to B3:y Lake by such an insane route; few parties had indeed done 
so by any route. 

The Bay amphitheatre, reached by lunch-time on the third day, is 
marked in the Bobek map as sited at 2750 m. However this reading is 
incorrect and our own observations gave it as 2950 m. (plus or minus 
25 m.). The amphitheatre is magnificent for its scenery, scale and 
remoteness; it is the finest cirque of its type which I have seen anywhere. 

We pitched our tents on the only level ground free of snow by the lake, 
and looked with interest at the main objective of our trip a virgin 
summit to the south-east, which Professor Uyanik and Latif Osman 
<;ikigil had pointed out to us as the last obvious unclimbed peak in the 
area. We recognised it immediately from their photographs. Our 
other objective, apart from general travel and exploration of the lake 
basins in Sat Dag, was the North face of <;ia e Hendevade's main peak. 

Both these objectives were achieved by the party, but not before a 
most unfortunate incident had upset the even tenor of our days. This 
incident seems likely to put paid to any carefree mountain excursions in 
Hakkari for some time to come. It happened as follows: 

After resting our animals for a couple of days I despatched Fere9 and 
the four horses back to Yiiksekova to pick up Ledeboer, Parry, Speakman 
and Salamin; three of us accompanied Ferec; back part of the way, 
having by now established a fast and direct route over the ranges, free 
of any serious snow hazards. On their march in by the direct route 
Ledeboer and his party were ambushed by armed Kurdish brigands and 
forced to surrender their cash, their portable valuables, plus watches, 
cameras and optical equipment. The muleteer, who tried to intervene, 
was struck with a rifle-butt, tied up and robbed of money and watch. 
The brigands then ordered the party to march on towards Bay Gol and 
said they would shoot them if any attempt was made to turn back to 
Y iiksekova. 

This brazen attack brought a certain chill to the expedition because it 
was so out of keeping with normal Hakkari standards of courtesy to 
travellers and friendliness in the tribal zomas. 

After some discussion it was decided to continue the climbing pro
gramme because the consequences of reporting the matter immediately 
to Yiiksekova were confidently forecast by the old Turkey hands, Nowill 
and Treadwell, as the probable end of our holiday and the arrest of the 
muleteer. The loyal and helpful Ferec; pips his animals were essential 
to our comfort and well-being at Bay Lake and, after spending large 
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sums on air travel and other modes of transport, it seemed a shame for 
the party to forego the fruits of so much expense and effort. Finally it 
was unanimously agreed that I should leave a day earlier than planned 
and make a preliminary report to the authorities. 

Two days later we attacked the virgin peak, from the south-east, by a 
snow gully which an earlier reconnaissance had suggested as the key to a 
possible way up. Alas, it went far too easily. The gully gave onto scree 
ledges over which \Ve scrambled; and finally from the South face we sa\v 
a system of chimneys and slabs which led up through a number of semi
detached towers. Here we roped up for what turned out to be 230 ft. 
( 70 m.) of easy climbing, on most]y very friable rock. A grade Ill chimney 
supplied almost the only difficulty. Ledeboer, Nowill and Parry 
climbed on one rope and-Balamin and Speakman on the other. 

The naming of this peak is being left to the ne\vly set up Turkish 
mountaineering department of the General Directorate of Physical 
Culture in Ankara. We are suggesting Bobek Tepesi (after one of the 
original geographers of the area) or else Uyanik Tepesi (after one of the 
first Turkish travellers).1 The height of the summit is approximately 
3520 m., and this vie\v-point supplies wonderful vistas into Iraq. 

Two days after the virgin peak, on Saturday July 2, Ledeboer, Nowill 
and Salamin attacked the North face of <;ia e Hendevade via the north
east glacier of Hendevade and the 'snow curtain' rising above it. The 
enormous schrund was fortunately bridged on the east side of the slope, 
and we soon found ourselves on the steep (about fifty to fifty-five degrees) 
gradient above it. This proved an agreeable climb, as the snow con
ditions \vere perfect. Contact vvas confined to the t\vo front points of 
each crampon, the pick of the axe used like a dagger in the right hand, 
and the gloved left hand, seemingly resting just in front of one's face on 
the glistening slope ahead; but progression was fast under the able lead 
of Salamin. We traversed to the right at the finish and then attacked the 
exit pitch of steep rock. This led us onto the end of the East ridge. We 
scrambled over a few gendarmes and finished via an overhanging 
chimney which debouched directly onto the summit. A most enjoyable 
route affording 8oo ft. of mixed climbing, and thought to be the first 
ascent of this face from Bay Lake. 

The rest of our time as a combined party in Hakkari was devoted to 
easy scrambles and topographical studies, as well as visits to neighbouring 
basins in Sat Dag. In all \Ve visited five of the lakes, including Gevaruk 
Lake and the t\VO lakes between Gevaruk and the Gevria Sermendi Pass. 
We also looked down on, but did not actually attain, two further lakes 
lying south of the ridge between Point 3470 m. and Point Knoten 3550 m. 

1 Mr. No\vill has subsequently heard from the President of the Turkish 
Mountaineering Federation that the Federation has decided to call the peak by 
the name of Bobek Tepesi. EDITOR. 
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on the Bobek sketch-map; Hilary and Sidney Nowill with Philippa 
Treadwell effected a crossing of the Gevar Pass (3500 m.) from east to 
west. 

The splendours of the colchicums and primulas, and the glory of the 
gentians and buttercups strewn amid the open viridian expanses of the 
Gevaruk basin, we shall always remember. Our Bay Lake camp on the 
other hand was deeply set in a trough of glaciers and steep faces; some 
idea of its situation may be gained from the fact that our tents were only 
in the sun from 7.30 a.m. to 3 p.m. At II a.m. the sun was almost 
directly overhead, as the Sat Dag are about an hour ahead of Istanbul 
although in the same time zone, speaking horologically. As one would 
expect at this latitude and height, solar radiation was intense; but with the 
disappearance of the sun at 3 p.m. the cold was immediately noticeable 
and the surface of the lake froze before sunset during the first week of our 
stay. 

Rock falls were quite frequent down the couloirs to the west; at least 
some of them were probably set off by mouflon or chamois above us. 
Compared with I 96 5 expedition experience, our count of bears sighted 
was regrettably low. Cilo Dag seems to harbour a definitely larger 
ursine population. Every morning, however, we were able to enjoy, by 
way of compensation, the four-note call of the giant Taurus partridge, 
and we were lucky enough to sight, at various times, the greater bustard, 
a number of cranes, untold rose-coloured starlings, and various raptors 
of the high peaks. 

The return journey of my immediate party to Ytiksekova was un
eventful, but our reception by the authorities was naturally less than 
cordial. Despite all our protests the blameless muleteer F erey was taken 
into custody and subjected to third degree and even worse, judging by 
later information. This 'vas in accordance with forecasts. In a letter 
received from him dated September, my 'vife and I vvere saddened to 
hear that he was on trial. 

The fact is that the Kurdish brigands could easily have passed over 
the unguarded frontier into Iraq, which was only half a day from Bay 
Lake. And even if we had rushed back to Yilksekova to report immediate
ly, i.e. three or four days after the bandit incident, the trail would have 
already been cold. 

The Turkish authorities were naturally gravely disturbed, and felt 
compelled to mobilise gendarmerie and military units to go to the assis
tance of Ledeboer's group at Bay Lake, even though they were in no 
danger. Our relations with the Kurdish tribal settlement or zoma, 
I 500 ft. below the Bay Lake, were excellent, due to Gretel Macquisten' s 
veterinary efforts and the medical ministrations of my 'vife. (Having 
seen a lot of disease during our I965 jour.I).ey, we came armed in I966 
with mountains of medicine, mainly for trachoma.) It seemed clear that 
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the zoma tribes would not allow any strangers to get near us and, as most 
• 

of the tribesmen were armed, we felt in complete security, while in 
camp. 

On July 5 Peter Ledeboer's group climbed an unnamed mountain to 
the west of <;ia e Hendevade by its North face, and traversed three 
further small summits to a final peak which \vas cairned. They chris
tened this feature 'Dort Ba~ Tepe ', or 'Four-headed peak'. They 
arrived back in camp to find the Turkish army about to join them, 
guided by the hapless Feres:, still in custody. From then on\vards they 
\Vere sporadically under guard, for their O\vn protection, by cheerful and 
well-behaved military units; but much of the pleasure of pioneering in 
new country must surely have been lost. 

The immediate future for climbing and travelling in this area must be 
considered as rather problematical because for a year or two the author
ities may feel compelled to have parties travel under arrr1ed escort; or 
they may even close up the region altogether. But I am sure that in the 
end the Cilo and Sat ranges \Vill prove to be one of the outstanding new 
territories to be opened up to the climber during the last half century. 
They have so much to offer both to the traveller and to the alpinist; and 
with plane flight possible to Van, the Hakkari is no longer really so far 
from London. 
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